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� Workshops in schools (Age 7 to 16)

Education & understanding

� Conferences for adults (parents, teachers…)

� Develop software (LogP2P; AntiPedoFiles; Filtra)

Fight against pedophilia and pedopornography on the 

Internet -Francopol award 2010 

Preserving children’s 

dignity and integrity

Preserving children’s 

dignity and integrity



Focus on behavior  
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Cyberbullying 

&

Bullying



� Let parents voice their fears by offering them places for discussion:

� in conferences

� via telephone

� via internet

� Guide them in their role as a parent and try to help them to take up their 

responsibilities

�If their child is one of the harassers, it’s not necessarily an educational failure

�Give them the keys to understand the phenomena and break the wall of silence

« How can we better empower and 

reach parents? »
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�Conferences with parents



First step: The phenomena

Understanding cyberbullying to enable action



Understanding cyberbullying 

� The definition of bullying and 

cyberbullying

� The characteristics of the phenomena

� Why such phenomena?

� The characteristics of teenagers and 

teenage years

� The characteristics of Internet

� Short and long terms consequences of 

bullying and cyberbullying

� How to identify a situation of bullying 

or cyberbullying

� How to react

� Bullying and cyberbullying and the law





Sexting & cyberbullying





Bullying & 

Cyberbullying



Bullying & 

Cyberbullying

Bad self-esteem 

(the bully 

& the bullied)

Ready made 

ideas

Lack of 

supervision 

from the adults

Group phenomena

Spread of 
responsability

Characteristics 

of teenage 

years

Less empathy 

behind the 

screen



Second step: How to react



As a parent: how to react?As a parent: how to react?

1. Reassure your child

2. Encourage your child to stop communicating with the cyberbully

3. Do not delete any photos, video or texts, keep all evidence (print 

screenshots, texte messages, videos…)

4. Have content removed and/or ban a user; use built-in measures 

on certain websites, such as ignoring or reporting someone else

5. Try to identify the cyberbully if he or she is anonymous 

6. If you know who the cyberbully is, consider contacting his or her 

parents 

7. Talk to a psychologist if necessary

8. Talk to a lawyer and seek legal advices

9. If you suspect the cyberbullying is a criminal offence, contact the 

police



Parents need to be the one trusted place kids can 
go when things go wrong online and offline



Help them prevent their child from being victimized:

� being their child’s support system

� understanding how new technology works before letting their child use it

� teaching them how to set up privacy settings

�setting rules for the use of Internet and new technology 

� talking with their child about cyberbullying

� knowing their child (does he have enough self esteem?)

� helping him or her in having goals and projects (-> develop self esteem)

� being supportive 

� educating their child: teach them to think before they post!

« How can we better empower and 

reach parents? »
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Teenage years

FriendsSociety

School

Family
…

A global approach



� Workshops in schools 







For teenagers:



« Pic’Contest » for teenagers



�Events

Ex. International Festival for the 

right of children







“Take up our responsibilities”



Thank you
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